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Precise exploration of the partonic structure of the nucleon is one of the most important aims

of high-energy physics. In recent years, it has become possible to address this topic with first-

principle lattice QCD investigations. In this talk, we focus on the so-called pseudo-distribution

approach to determine the isovector unpolarized PDFs. In particular, we employ three lattice

spacings to study discretization effects and extract the distributions in the continuum limit, at a

pion mass of around 370 MeV. Also, for the first time with pseudo-PDFs, we explore effects of

the 2-loop matching from pseudo- to light-cone distributions.
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1. Introduction

Our knowledge of the universe has been influenced by studies of the structure of hadrons at

high energy. One of the goals of particle physics is to determine how hadrons are built from

their constituent particles. Despite being the primary component of visible matter and making up

almost all of its mass, the nucleon has an internal structure that is still largely unexplored. Modern

ongoing and planned experiments aim at providing vast amounts of data that will uncover several

aspects of this structure. Ideally, this should be accompanied by first-principle investigations on

the lattice. Over the years, the dominating thread on the lattice was to calculate differents kinds

of form factors, i.e. moments of partonic distributions. Despite early ideas from the 1990s and

2000s, the full G-dependence of these distributions could not be addressed, with the Euclidean

spacetime metric being the main obstacle. Almost a decade ago, Ji’s concept to compute so-called

quasi-distributions [1, 2] led to significant advances in this area. While light-front correlations are

inaccessible in Euclidean spacetime, Ji suggested that alternative observables that can be properly

“translated” to the relevant distributions may be defined using lattice-calculable spatial correlations

in a boosted hadron. A number of lattice observables are suitable for deriving partonic distributions

from them. These observables must be renormalizable, have the same infrared structure as their

light-front counterparts, and be calculable on the lattice. Since Ji’s initial idea, much theoretical

and numerical effort has been devoted to understanding this approach and its alternatives, see e.g.

the reviews [3–7].

The same matrix elements that define quasi-distributions may also be utilized to construct

another generalization of light-cone observables to Euclidean spacetime. Proposed by Radyushkin

[8–12], this approach is known as pseudo-distributions. Despite having the same underlying matrix

elements, quasi- and pseudo-distributions evince significant differences. The most essential one

comes from their factorization into their light-front counterparts, performed in momentum space

or in coordinate space, respectively. Nevertheless, both approaches lead to the same physical

distributions in the infinite momentum limit, upon subtraction of all lattice-specific and other

systematic effects.

In this talk, we concentrate on two kinds of systematic effects, discretization and truncation

effects. The former are addressed by doing our calculations at three lattice spacings and performing

the continuum limit. For the latter, we implement for the first time the two-loop matching formulae

[13] and compare with one-loop effects [11, 14, 15]. Full account of our work is given in the paper

[16]. For other work involving pseudo-PDFs, see Refs. [17–28].

2. Setup

2.1 Theoretical setup

Nucleon quasi- and pseudo-PDFs, which are based on Euclidean correlations, are characterized

by bare MEs, MΓ (%, I), of the type 〈%, B′ |OΓ (0, I) |%, B〉 = MΓ (%, I)D̄(%, B
′)ΓD(%, B), where

D(%, B) is a spinor corresponding to a Euclidean 4-momentum % and spin B. The bare non-local

operator is OΓ(G, I) ≡ k̄ (G)Γg3, (G, G + I)k (G + I), where |%〉 is a boosted nucleon state with

four-momentum %`=(%0, 0, 0, %3) and , (G, G + I) is a straight Wilson line. The Wilson line is

chosen along the direction of the boost and has length I. The Ioffe time is given by a = %3I.

Henceforth, we will specialize to flavor non-singlet (D − 3) unpolarized distributions from Γ = W0
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and drop the index Γ. The G-dependent pseudo-PDF is given by

P(G, I2) =
1

2c

∫ ∞

−∞

3a 4−8Ga M(a, I2). (1)

The Wilson line-induced power divergence and the conventional logarithmic divergence, which

have been proven to be multiplicatively renormalizable to all orders in perturbation theory [29, 30],

are both present in the matrix elements. These divergences may be eliminated by creating a double

ratio using zero-momentum and local (I = 0) matrix elements [17], which is referred to as reduced

matrix elements or pseudo-ITDs (Ioffe time distributions),

M(a, I2) =
M(a, I2) /M(a, 0)

M(0, I2) /M(0, 0)
. (2)

2.2 Matching to light-cone ITDs

Through the use of a perturbative matching procedure, pseudo-ITDs may be matched to light-

cone ITDs. We denote the matched ITDs by & (a, `) where ` is the renormalization scale. The

relation between the PDFs @(G, `) and the light-cone ITDs is given by

@(G, `) =
1

2c

∫ ∞

0

3a′4−8a
′G& (a′, `). (3)

One-loop perturbative evolution and matching formulae for the case of pseudo-ITDs were first

derived in [11, 14, 15] and the extension to two loops was given in [13]. The two-loop matching

formula is given by

& (a, `; I) = M(a, I) −
UB

c

∫ 1

0

3D � (1) (D) (M(Da, I) −M(a, I)) −
U2
B

c2

∫ 1

−1

3D � (2) (D)

× (M(Da, I) −M(a, I)) +
U2
B

c2

∫ 1

0

3D � (1) (D)

∫ 1

0

3D′� (1) (D′)

× (M(DD′a, I) −M(Da, I) −M(D′a, I) +M(a, I)) , (4)

where the form of � (1) (D) and � (2) (D) can be found in Ref. [16].

2.3 Lattice setup

We use lattice data from Ref. [31], where discretization effects were studied in the quasi-

PDF approach. For other Extended Twisted Mass Collaboration (ETMC) work involving quasi-

distributions, we refer to Refs. [32–51].

Three ensembles of # 5 = 2 twisted mass fermions are used, produced by ETMC [52], with

lattice spacings 0 = 0.0644 fm (ensemble D45), 0.0820 fm (B55), and 0.0934 fm (A60), at a pion

mass of around 370 MeV. The data of [31] at the source-sink separation of about CB = 1 fm and the

boost %3 ≈ 1.8 GeV were supplemented with smaller-%3 ones to explore the Ioffe-time dependence

more completely and %3 = 0 to determine the double ratios defining pseudo-ITDs. For more details

of the lattice setup, we refer to [31].

3. Results

We present the reduced ITDs as a function of the Ioffe time in Fig. 1. For all ensembles, the

data from different boosts are close to lying on a universal curve. However, a trend can be observed

that the real (imaginary) part increases (decreases) with the boost.
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Figure 1: Real (left) and imaginary (right) part of reduced ITDs, M(a, I), at different values of %3 for the

ensembles A60 (top), B55 (middle) and D45 (bottom).

The matched ITDs at the level of various ensembles are shown in Fig. 2. The perturbative

evolution and matching is separated into its one-loop and two-loop parts. Despite having a far

smaller influence than the one-loop effect, the two-loop effect is becoming more important as Ioffe

time increases. Importantly, the perturbative procedure counteracts the trend observed for reduced

ITDs and brings matched ITDs closer to the abovementioned universal curve, for small enough Ioffe

times. Clearly, at some point there is an overcompensation of the trend, leading to an opposite one

of real (imaginary) part decreasing (increasing) with %3. This signals the breakdown of perturbation

theory and in practice, it allows us to estimate values of I that are consistent with short-distance

factorization. We adopt a criterion that the largest allowed I ≡ Imax is such that matched ITDs

originating from different combinations of (%3, I), but fixed %3I, are consistent within uncertainties.

As Fig. 2 suggests, this criterion leads to IRe
max ≈ 0.5 fm and IIm

max ≈ 0.3 fm. Since we are ultimately

interested in the continuum-extrapolated distributions, we observe that we can extend the latter also

to 0.5 fm, upon error inflation by the continuum extrapolation.
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Figure 2: Real (left) and imaginary (right) part of matched ITDs, &(a, I), at different %3 for the ensembles

A60 (top), B55 (middle) and D45 (bottom) with one-loop (lighter colors) and two-loop (darker colors)

matching.

All of the data that correspond to I values that are greater than the value specified for Imax are

discarded, and the ITDs that correspond to the same Ioffe times but are derived from different pairs

of (%3, I) are averaged. A comparison of such a-averaged reduced, evolved, and matched ITDs

(with two-loop equations) for the ensemble D45 is presented in Fig. 3 for Imax = 0.5 fm. We note

that the two parts of the perturbative kernel, the evolution and matching/scheme conversion part,

have opposite and almost equal in magnitude effects. Thus, their net effect is small and matched

ITDs are close to reduced ITDs, slightly above them for Re/small-a and Im/large-a, and slightly

below for Re/large-a and Im/small-a.

We perform O(0) and O(02) continuum limit extrapolations using Imax = 0.5 fm and one-loop

or two-loop matched ITDs, see Fig. 4. As hinted above, the continuum-extrapolated ITDs have

significantly inflated errors, within which results are consistent regardless of the extrapolation and
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Figure 3: Real (left) and imaginary (right) part of reduced (blue circles), evolved (red rhombuses) and

matched (yellow stars) ITDs, with the same Ioffe times corresponding to different combinations (%3, I)

averaged over, including Wilson line lengths I ≤ Imax = 0.5 fm for D45.

Figure 4: Real (left) and imaginary (right) part of matched ITDs, where we averaged ITDs that have same

the Ioffe time, for I ≤ Imax = 0.5 fm. Data points for ensembles A60 (blue circles), B55 (red rhombuses),

and D45 (yellow stars) are shown. The bands correspond to matching peformed at one-loop/two-loop order,

with the lighter/darker color pertaining to O(0)/O(02) extrapolation to the continuum.

perturbation theory order.

As the last step, we reconstruct the G-dependence using a fitting ansatz of the form @8 (G) =

#GU (1 − G)V, where 8 corresponds to the valence distribution @E , related to the real part of ITDs,

or the other non-singlet combination @E + 2@̄ ≡ @E2B, related to the imaginary part. Since @E is

normalized to 1, only U and V are fitting coefficients for the real part, while for the imaginary part,

# is an additional fitting parameter. We also define the distributions @ ≡ @E + @̄ = (@E +@E2B)/2 and

@B ≡ @̄ = (@E2B − @E )/2. These two distributions are shown in Fig. 5. In this plot, we investigate

also the influence of the choice of Imax. The results from Imax = 0.3 fm and 0.5 fm are consistent

with each other, while the ones from Imax = 0.7 fm show a qualitative difference in the large-G

regime. Namely, both of the shown distributions at the two lower values of Imax are non-zero at

G = 1. The behavior originates from the fits of the imaginary part and appears because even the

larger value of Imax = 0.5 fm allows one to reach a of only 4.7 at %3 ≈ 1.8 GeV, where the ITD

reaches its maximal value. Thus, a significant part of the a-dependence is missing and in practice,

a considerable subset of bootstrap samples in fits of Im& favors V = 0 and thus, @E2B (G = 1) ≠ 0.

This bias is avoided with Imax = 0.7 fm, but as we argued above, such a large value of Imax renders

the perturbative matching unreliable. Hence, a robust reconstruction of the distributions involving

6
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Figure 5: Continuum-extrapolated PDFs @ ≡ @E + @̄ (top) and @̄ (bottom) from the fitting ansatz reconstruc-

tion. From left to right: Imax = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 fm.

the imaginary part (@E2B , @ and @̄) will only be possible if significantly larger Ioffe times can be

reached at small enough I, i.e. with larger nucleon boosts. We note that the problem does not appear

in @E , partially because of better stability of the fits due to their normalization condition (i.e. only

two fitting parameters) and also due to the qualitatively different behavior of Re&, monotonously

decaying to zero with increasing a.

In Fig. 6, we present our final PDFs, $ (0)-extrapolated to the continuum limit from two-

loop matched ITDs with Imax = 0.5 fm, comparing them to the phenomenological extractions

of NNPDF3.1 at NNLO [53]. We observe that the statistical precision for @E is already similar

to the precision of the valence NNPDF, even with the inflated errors due to the continuum limit

extrapolation. However, the uncertainty of the lattice result is not fully quantified. Having taken

the continuum limit, we eliminated one of the most natural sources of uncertainty, the one coming

from cutoff effects. This was computationally feasible at <c ≈ 370 MeV, but the non-physical

value of this mass introduces a possible bias. The role of the non-physical pion mass is clear

from the calculations of the first moment of @E2B , 〈G〉D−3 =
∫ 1

0
3G G (@E (G) + 2@̄ (G)), found to be

40-70% above the experimental value of 〈G〉D−3 at <c ≈ 370 MeV [54], e.g. 〈G〉D−3 = 0.270(3) for

our ensemble B55, computed from local operators [55] (at the CB of our study). The latter value

is compatible with the ones we get by integrating the fitting-reconstructed @E2B: 0.264(6) (A60),

0.254(5) (B55), 0.266(7) (D45), 0.269(25) (O(0) continuum limit of Fig. 6 (top right)). The

enlarged 〈G〉D−3 is manifested by enhancement of the PDF at G & 0.5. This pion-mass-invoked

behavior is seen also in @E , the dominating input of 〈G〉D−3 . Obviously, the enhanced value of

@E at G & 0.5 implies its suppressed value in the small-G region. Analogous conclusions hold for

@ = @E + @̄ (bottom left panel of Fig. 6), where the most visible difference with respect to NNPDF

occurs at large G. Thus, we can speculate that the non-physical value of the light quark mass in

our present work is the main systematic effect responsible for the difference between our PDFs and

NNPDFs. In turn, our current work excludes truncation effects in the matching as a significant

effect. Naturally, other sources of systematics need also be scrutinized.
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Figure 6: Comparison of lattice-extracted PDFs with the corresponding NNPDFs (3.1, NNLO [53]) for: @E

(top left), @E2B = @E + 2@̄ (top right), @ = @E + @̄ (bottom left), @B = @̄ (bottom right).
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Centre (JURECA [56]), using the Grid library [57] and the DD-UAMG solver [58] with twisted

mass support [59].
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